Year 5
Home Learning Guidance
Week Beginning:
04-05-2020

Monday
Bank Holiday

Tuesday

Morning
Every morning Activities
(These are repeated every
day)
● PE with Joe
Live at 9:00 or saved
until later.
Or
● Dancing with Oti
Live at 11:00 or revisit
previous classes
●

●
●
●
●

Wednesday
●

Thursday
●

●

Reading
(Choose from one of
the following)
Read a book under a
tree or in a tree!
Read a book using
torchlight
Read a book in a tent
Record yourself
reading a page of your
book.
You can read by
yourself or you can
read to an adult.
(maybe read to your
favourite teddy)
Maths
This week you will be
doing revision activities
from the last two weeks
and some Liberation
related activities.
You will not need any
printed worksheets this
week.

Activity of the Day
(These will be uploaded
daily)

Afternoon
Activities
(These are all available to
see in Google Classroom)

Liberation
2020
This week you
can choose
from 12 different activities.
●

TTRockstars

● Spelling Frame
Spelling rule 49 Homophones
Practise using your spelling
activities and choose any 5
words from the list to write
into sentences.
English
Writing:
Write a poem about
Liberation to read and
perform to your family
English
Reading: An Occupation
Comprehension
Writing: Diary entry.
Record a detailed account of
your day during ‘Lockdown’.
●

TTRockstars (15 mins)

● Spelling Frame – TEST
Spelling rule 49 Homophones

Choose as many or as few as
you like, try to do
one each day!
* Go on a bike ride – visit
some coastal defences in
Jersey
* Recreate the statue in
Liberation Square
* Interview a relative about
the Occupation.
* Find out about the history
of the Jersey Cow.
* Re-create the 12 parishes
and crests of Jersey
* Stay vs Go; Create a list,
with reasons, to stay or
leave Jersey
* Draw or paint a famous
Jersey landmark.
* Knit a dishcloth or darn
some socks (make do and
mend!)
* Design a stamp or
postcard for Liberation
* Grow your own veg
* Pack your bag; you are
being evacuated, what
would you pack?
* Sing some songs
* Learn the Lambeth Walk
and the Jitterbug

Next week we will be
creating our own Time
Friday
Capsule, have a think
about what you might
Bank Holiday
Competition Time…
put in a Time Capsule
* Decorate your garden,
and make the most of
yard or balcony
collecting bits and
* Make your own Bunting
pieces that might be
useful.
Spelling and times tables practice is on-going
Record your scores, are you showing an improvement? Create a graph showing your results.
Please share your results with me by uploading on to Google Drive or emailing them to me
s.mcdermott@Stpeter.sch.je

